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1:00  Welcome and Introduction (5 minutes)
1:05  NEW SO Updates (5 minutes)
1:10  Hot Topic SPOTLIGHT (30 minutes)
1:40  Q&A (10 minutes)
1:50  Vendor Spotlight (20 minutes)
2:10  Q&A (10 minutes)
2:20  Thank You and Closing Remarks
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Welcome to the NEW ISAO Ecosystem Spotlight!

- Bi-Monthly, 90 Minutes (max)
  - **Hot Topic** Spotlight (*alternate*)
  - **Technical** Spotlight (*alternate*)
  - **Vendor** Spotlight
  - **Q&A Sessions** after each spotlight
What’s New at the ISAO SO

• **Second Annual International Information Sharing Conference**  
  Sept. 11-12, 2018  |  Theme: Improving Information Sharing

• **Second RFC Period for ISAO 200-1: Foundational Services & Capabilities**  
  RFC Period Open until March 28, 2018

• **We Want to Hear From You: ISAO SO Survey**  
  Five Minutes in Length  |  National Council for ISAOs
Welcome James Murphy

James Murphy

IT Specialist, Information Security
Stakeholder Engagement and Cyber Infrastructure Resilience

James Murphy serves as the private sector engagement lead for the Automated Indicator Sharing (AIS) capability within the Cyber Infrastructure Resilience Division of the Office of Cybersecurity and Communications (CS&C) National Protection and Programs Directorate (NPPD). He supports the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) mission of strengthening the security and resilience of the nation's critical infrastructure.

In this role, James works with non-federal entities across critical infrastructure sectors to establish bidirectional threat sharing capabilities with the NCCIC. Before entering his current position, James provided analytical support for another USG information sharing platform and also played an instrumental role in executing Executive Order 13691: Promoting Private Sector Cybersecurity Information Sharing.

James graduated from Syracuse University in 2010 and is currently pursuing a M.S. in Cybersecurity Operations from The George Washington University.
VENDOR SPOTLIGHT
About Chris Needs:

Chris Needs has spent the last 15 years working to generate better threat intelligence, first as an analyst and later through the development of more effective technology.

Chris is currently director of product management for NC4’s cyber threat intelligence solutions, and regularly draws upon his prior career in anthropology and archaeology to better understand the artifacts, forensics, sharing and discovery so fundamental to intelligence and cybersecurity.

Chris has studied the social sciences, hard sciences and Chinese and has lived in China for an extended period of time.
Next ISAO Ecosystem Spotlight

**ISAO ECOSYSTEM SPOTLIGHT**

**SAVE THE DATE!**
**MAY 23 | 1 P.M. - 2:30 P.M. CT**

**TECHNICAL SPOTLIGHT**
with **R-CISC**

**VENDOR SPOTLIGHT**
with **TruStar**
• **Invite ISAOs**
  If you know of ISAOs who would benefit or would want to join the ISAO Ecosystem Spotlight, let us know and we will add them to our ISAO SO communications

• **We want your feedback!**
  Keep your eyes open for a survey after the spotlight

**THANK YOU!**
ISAO SO Key Points of Contact

• **Ms. Natalie Sjelin**, Director, ISAO SO Support  
  [Natalie.Sjelin@utsa.edu](mailto:Natalie.Sjelin@utsa.edu), (210) 458-2168

• **Mr. James Murphy**, DHS, AIS  
  [James.F.Murphy@hq.dhs.gov](mailto:James.F.Murphy@hq.dhs.gov)

• **Mr. Chris Needs**, NC4  
  [Chris.Needs@nc4.com](mailto:Chris.Needs@nc4.com), (310) 606-4402

• ISAO SO Organizational Email: [contact@isao.org](mailto:contact@isao.org)